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What's New?
Barngarla language and culture field
trip at Port Lincoln
Read all about it!
It's French Month!
Le Tour de France, Bastille Day, and a
host of French cultural celebrations!

Our Commissioned Indigenous
Painting Unveiled!

Bonjour and Bawoo!
Winter is making its presence felt with plenty
of chill in the air right now. Still, on the
other side of the world, French families are
commencing their summer holidays to idyllic
locations that have opened post-COVID-19
include Le Tour de France and Bastille Day
celebrations.
Each day during the daily French lessons, the
children learn about the great race, customs,
and gastronomy.
We present our annual
Bastille Day cultural
event, including a
luncheon of tasty French
delights for everyone on
July 14!
Best wishes to all!
Stuart

New French resources are a hit!
Our latest order of French language learning
resources has arrived from France.
One of the new additions encourages the children to
work cooperatively (see image left) to learn how to
navigate a French village and identify places, objects,
and people using their French language.

(Pictured right) is a fantastic new card game
about sustainable living in France. Individually,
each child takes turns flipping cards to form pairs
of specific items used in the garden; once
identified, the child answers questions on the
names of the things in French!

(Pictured left) The children learn about the day, date,
month, year, season, and daily temperature using an
interactive chart to select the correct French
grammar.

Barngarla Linguistic Field Trip
at Port Lincoln

A magical experience!
Professor Zuckermann from the University of
Adelaide accompanied our travelling group,
consisting of Kidz Club Linguistic Program
Coordinator Stuart Blair and educators from the
Kindy, Toddler, and Baby Rooms with parents and
their children.
ABC Radio reported on the field trip, and via this link, you can
view the report and listen to a radio interview I had with ABC
Morning Show Host David Bevan about the linguistic program at
Kidz Club.

Barngarla Alphabet and
Picture Book
This book has been developed by revivalist-linguist Professor
Ghil‘ad Zuckermann (The University of Adelaide), with the support
of Jenna Richards (Barngarla Language Advisory Committee,
BLAC). It is meant to assist the Barngarla community in continuing
their project to reclaim their ‘Dreaming, Sleeping Beauty’ tongue.
The creation of the book was supported by ILA (Indigenous
Languages & Arts, Department of Communications & the Arts,
Government of Australia), BLAC, the Yitpi Founda on, NHMRC,
Peter Naessan and the Wardliparingga Unit at the South
Australian Medical Health Research Ins tute (SAMHRI, Adelaide).
Parents seeking to obtain a copy of this resource to use with their children
in the home are most welcome to contact me at Kidz Club.

Barngarla Linguistic Field Trip
at Port Lincoln
On day one, we were introduced to the Barngarla
people. We listened to their stories, and feelings
about reconciliation, representation and the revival
of the Barngarla Language (once a victim of
linguicide, a language genocide, when all or almost
all native speakers of that language die because of
natural disasters, wars etc.).
The Barngarla elders and artists conducted
indigenous art activities with enthusiastic
collaboration between our children and the
Barngarla People.

Day two presentations were conducted in Coffin
Bay with the Barngarla People, Professor
Zuckermann, and Kane Slater (eco-park
manager and didgeridoo musician).
We enjoyed a sumptuous array of local cuisine
indigenous to the region, followed by a tour of
one of the region's oyster farms.

The field trip was a magical, educational,
cross-cultural experience for everyone that
attended.
A long arm of friendship was extended to
the Barngarla People to join us in Adelaide
for further language and culture workshops
which commenced on June 22 at Kidz Club
with Barngarla Elder Emma Richards
attending Kidz Club to present a language
workshop and unique art activity with all the
children!

Kidz Club Indigenous
Artwork on Exhibition!
l indigenous artwork has arrived from the
Our
framing service and now takes pride of place at Kidz
Club reception.
Be sure to peruse the magnificent representation
commissioned by Kidz Club and created by
Barngarla Artist Jenna Richards.

Barngarla language
workshops at Kidz Club!
The children are progressing well with
their third language development,
specifically, Barngarla. Today, Flor
presented an indigenous sand painting
workshop creating animals and insects
featured in the Barngarla language
workbook.
The children are quizzed on their
knowledge of the names of each animal
and insect depicted on the paintings
using the correct Barngarla words.

Bilingual babies listen to languages
and don’t get confused! Part Four
The similar results in both the
infant and adult subjects also
imply that “bilinguals across the
lifespan have important similarities
in how they process their
languages,” Lew-Williams said.
“We have known for a long time
that the language currently being
spoken between two bilingual
interlocutors — the base language
— is more active than the language
not being spoken,

even when mixed speech is possible,” said
François Grosjean, professor emeritus of
psycholinguistics at Neuchâtel University in
Switzerland, who is familiar with the research
but was not involved with the study.
“This creates a preference for the base
language when listening, and hence
processing a code-switch can take a bit more
time, but momentarily,” added Grosjean.
“When language switches occur frequently, or
are situated at [sentence] boundaries, or
listeners expect them, then no extra
processing time is needed. The current study
shows that many of these aspects are true in
young bilingual infants, and this is quite
remarkable.”

To be continued in our August issue!
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